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ABSTRACT

Videos are a highly efficient and expressive media capable of capturing and presenting information. Every day,
huge numbers of videos are uploaded online. In the field of computers, recognition of actions and scenes in videos
based on web is one among the most critical problems. For the purpose of solving this issue in the identification and
classification of videos, and the computing of the descriptors for videos is a significant job. It comprises of extraction
of characteristics that represents the essential information present in the videos. This work yields a review of the
research conducted recently in video analysis, inclusive of descriptor computation and recognition along with the
classification of videos. Finally, an outline on the future scope on descriptor based video classification is also
presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays with the technical advancements and the rapid increase in video capturing devices has led to
video information grow up manifold. With the enormous progress made in multimedia communication,
sharing and authoring techniques, multimedia, particularly video, services are going on to become highly
speedy on the Web [1-2]. This, in turn, needs a rapid and accurate solution to be developed in the area of
classification and action reorganization of web based videos. This is how videos classification comes into
picture for different researchers [3]. Feature extraction and the descriptors computation are critical tasks
relating to action recognition and videos classification [4-6].

The procedure of naming actions, generally as an action verb, applying sensory observations is referred
to as action recognition [7, 8]. Action is a four-dimensional object that may be decomposed further into
spatial and temporal components.. In order to attain that objective, the different approaches generally in
this work chiefly are focused on a combination having vision and machine learning techniques [9]. Various
kinds of classification have been studied in literature, a hierarchy that is used by Moeslund et al. [10].
Vision techniques try extracting action discriminative features/descriptors obtained from the video sequences,
when also rendering suitable robustness towards cues that are distracting. Machine learning approaches
attempts to learn mathematical models from those descriptors, and classify new descriptors based on the
learned models [11]. For the cause of video classification and action recognition process, desirable descriptors
are extracted at first and subsequently the video class is decided based on these descriptors. Because a
video mostly consists of a sequence of frames, all the descriptors that are extractable from its frames can
also be retrieved for accurate video classification and action recognition process.

In this Paper, the present day developments are reviewed and the open directions in a futuristic perspective
for in descriptor based video classification and action recognition are analyzed. Initially the video descriptors
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available for video classification and action recognition are studied, next the available video classification
methods are discussed in detail and at last the inference obtained from the available work.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Multiple approaches have been introduced for the actions recognition and classification in different real-
world videos, which needs the description and maintenance of videos in the order of billions. It is essential
to define a video scene as compact as possible and to design an effective video classification process. For
this purpose, the evaluation of the descriptors is conducted in the scene matching and recognition of the
same scene or object that is viewed under diverse viewing conditions. In this work about a number of
descriptors have been discussed that have previously exhibited a better performance and also the proposed
descriptor for video classification and recognition process has shown good performance result in comparison
to the existing approach in the section that follows.

2.1. Descriptors

In this section, the different kinds of descriptors utilized in literature for the purpose of video classification
are presented. The descriptors are namely SIFT [12], Gradient Location and Orientation Histogram (GLOH),
Shape Context [13], PCA-SIFT [14], GLOH is a new descriptor that is an extension of SIFT by varying the
location grid and making use of PCA to minimize the size, and GIST descriptor [15].

SIFT descriptors

Lowe [12] rendered the code that are calculated for normalized scene patches with this code obtained from
the videos in SIFT descriptors. It is a 3D histogram of gradient location and orientation, where the location
is quantized to form a 4 × 4 location grid and the gradient angle is then quantized into eight different
orientations. The resultant descriptor is of the dimension 128. Every orientation plane specifies the gradient
magnitude related to an orientation given. In order to get the illumination invariance, the descriptor is then
normalized by getting the square root of the sum of components that are squared.

Gradient location-orientation histogram (GLOH)

GLOH is an extension of the SIFT descriptor modeled to maximize its reliability and uniqueness. The SIFT
descriptor computes for a log-polar location grid along with three bins in radial direction (the radius fixed
to 6, 11, and 15) and 8 in angular direction, which gives result to 17 location bins. Especially the central bin
is not segregated in angular directions. The gradient orientations are then quantized in 16 bins. This yields
a 272 bin histogram. The size of this descriptor is later reduced with the help of PCA. The covariance
matrix for PCA is further estimated on 47,000 scene patches that are gathered from different videos. The
128 largest eigenvectors are then employed for the purpose of description.

Shape context

Shape context is identical to the SIFT descriptor, though it is on the basis of the edges of the scenes. Shape
context is usually a 3D histogram of edge point locations in addition to the orientations. Canny [16] detector
is utilized for extracting the Edges from the scenes. Location is then quantized into nine bins of a log-polar
coordinate system with the radius fixed at 6, 11, and 15 and then the orientation quantized into four bins
(horizontal, vertical, and two diagonals). This way a 36 dimensional descriptor is obtained. Here, the research
work used weight as a point contribution to the histogram along with the gradient magnitude. This has been
indicated to yield better results compared to making use of the same weight for all the edge points, as said
in [13]. Specifically, the actual shape context was calculated only not for orientations but only for edge
point location.
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PCA-SIFT descriptor

This descriptor is originally a vector of scene gradients in x and y direction that are computed within the
support region. Then the sampling of the gradient region is done at 39 x 39 locations; hence, the vector has
the dimension 3,042. The dimension is later reduced to 36 with the aid of PCA.

GIST

The GIST descriptor was first introduced in [17]. The concept is about developing a low dimensional
representation of the scene, which does not need any kind of segmentation. The authors proposed a set of
perceptual dimensions (naturalness, openness, roughness, expansion, ruggedness) that are indicative of the
dominant spatial structure of a scene. It is shown that these dimensions may be estimated with reliability
employing spectral and coarsely localized information. The scene is then divided into a 4×4 grid for which
case the orientation histograms are extracted. It is to be noted that the descriptor is just as the same in spirit
as the local SIFT descriptor [12].

Carneiro and Jepson [18] assessed the performance of point descriptors making use of ROC (Receiver
Operating Characteristics). They exhibit that their phase-based descriptor outperforms other differential
invariants. In the comparison made, detection of interest points is done by applying the Harris detector and
the image transformations are then produced by artificial means. Ke and Sukthankar [19] have designed a
descriptor that is identical to the SIFT descriptor. It applies the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) over
the normalized image gradient patch and performs well in comparison to the SIFT descriptor on data
generated artificially in recent times. In Li et al. [20] GIST is useful for retrieving an initial set of images
of the same landmarks, for instance the statue of liberty, and afterwards, image point based matching is
utilized for refining the results and for constructing a 3D model of the landmark. In Hayes and Efros [21] it
is employed for completion of image. With a huge database of photographs collected from the web the
algorithm patches up the holes observed in images by identifying same kind of image regions in the database
on the basis of the GIST descriptor. Torralba et al. [22, 23] created multiple techniques for the compression
of the GIST descriptor.

2.2. Video Classification Methods

Video classification is a significant means of improving the video retrieval efficiency. The task of Video
classification [24], [25] is finding rules or information from videos making use of extracted features or
mined results and then segment the videos into preset categories. In this paper, video genre classification
techniques are reviewed in detail.

Figure 1: Different Video Classification Approaches
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Video genre classification

Video genre classification is a technique of classifying videos into different kinds of genres like “movie,”
“news,” “sports,” and “cartoon”. Strategies for classifying video genres can be categorized into statistic-
based, rule- or knowledge based, and machine learning-based [26].

a) Statistic-based Method: This approach groups the videos by modeling diverse video genres
statistically.

b) Rule- or knowledge-based approach: This approach uses heuristic rules from domain knowledge
to low-level features for the classification of videos.

c) Machine learning-based approach: This approach utilizes labeled samples along with low-level
features in order to train a classifier or a set of classifiers for grouping videos.

Author and Year Method Classification Process

Fisher et al. (1995) [27] Statistic-based Method It is used for classifying videos from television shows such as news,
car race, tennis, animated cartoon, and commercials in this work.
Initially, video syntactic properties including color statistics, cuts,
camera motion, and object motion are examined. Thereafter the
properties mentioned are employed for deriving more abstract film
style attributes that includes camera panning and zooming, speech,
and music. Finally, these style attributes that are detected, are
mapped onto film genres.

Rasheed et al. (2005) [28]  Here, in this work, Rasheed et al employed statistic based technique
for classifying films into comedies, actions, dramas, or horror films.
According to the characteristics of films, this author thoug/ht of
using only four visual features, such as average shot length, color
variance, motion content, and lighting key. The classification is
accomplished applying mean shift clustering approach.

Roach et al. (2001, a)[29]  This work introduces a cartoon video classification technique that
makes use of motion features of foreground objects in order to
differentiate between cartoons and non-cartoons.

Roach et al. (2001, b), [30]  Here, in this work, the classification of videos is based on the
dynamic content present in short video sequences, where the
foreground object motion and background camera motion are
acquired from videos. The classified videos are inclusive of sports,
cartoons, and news.

Chen and Wong (2001) [31] Rule- or knowledge- The goal of this work is to design a knowledge-based video
based approach   classification method, the related knowledge is coded as generative

rules with confidences to create a rule-base. The Clip language is
utilized to make a compilation employing the rule base.

Snoek et al. (2006) [33] This work introduced a video classification and indexing technique,
having a combination of video creation knowledge for the extraction
of semantic ideas from videos by going through various paths
through three sequential analysis steps namely the multimodal video
content analysis step, the video style analysis step, and the context
analysis step.

Zhou et al. (2000)[ 34] This work presented a rule-based video classification technique
that employs analysis of video content, feature extraction and
clustering techniques for performing the semantic clustering of
videos. Reports on experiments on basketball videos are also
provided.
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Zhou et al. (2002) [32] This work proposed a Rule- or knowledge-based approach, which
is a supervised rule-based video classification system, in which
the higher semantics are extracted from using low-level features
jointly along with classification rules which are obtained through a
supervised learning process.

Fan et al. (2004) [37] Machine learning- This method employs multiple degrees of concepts of video contents
based approach in order to accomplish hierarchical semantic classification of videos

to facilitate access to video contents with good efficiency.

Mittal and Cheong (2004) In this newly introduced Machine learning-based approach, the
[35]  Bayesian network is used for the classification of videos. The

association existing between a continuous and nonparametric
descriptor space and the classes is learned here and the minimum
Bayes error classifier is then inferred.

Qi et al. (2006) [36]  This work made use of a video classification framework applying
SVMs-based active learning. The outcomes of clustering every the
videos in the dataset are provided as the input to the framework.
The accuracy of the classifiers is then improved on a gradual scale
during the active-learning process.

Truong et al. (2000) [38]  This method classifies the videos to belong to the genres of cartoons,
commercials, music, news, and sports. The features that are utilized
comprise of the average shot length, the percentage of every type
of transition, etc. The C4.5 decision tree is helpful for building the
classifier for the purpose of genre labeling.

Wu et al. (2004) [40]  In this work an online video semantic classification framework is
proposed, where the local and global sets of optimized classification
models are trained online by making the best use of local and global
statistic characteristics of videos.

Yuan et al. (2006) [39]  The author introduced an automatic video genre classification
mechanism which is based on a hierarchical ontology of genres of
video. A group of SVM classifiers that are united in the form of a
binary-tree allocate each video to its respective genre.

In accordance with the video genres classification approaches studied, few conclusions are discussed
as given below [26].

1) These classification approaches can be utilize on stationary features, dynamic features and
combination of both.

2) The approaches discussed above were use global statistical features. Such features are robust towards
video diversity, rendering them suitable for video genre classification. Several algorithms try to add
few semantic features based on these low-level features.

3) Previous domain knowledge is extensively applied in video genres classification. The usage of
knowledge or rules can enhance the classification efficiency for few special domains, though the
respective algorithms cannot be generalized for videos from other domains.

The abstraction of literature review states that in the video classification techniques, machine-
learning approaches based on video genre classification yield better detection and classification of
video and they either utilize only stationary features/descriptors, or only dynamic features, or a
combination of both of them. Chiefly the machine learning method proposed along with GIST descriptor
renders very good accuracy in the detection and classification of video. This approach preferentially
employs global statistical low-level features/descriptors. Hence, such features/descriptors are reliable
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in terms of video diversity, yielding them suitable for video genre classification applying the
machine learning method.

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper is primarily focus on reviewing the video genre classification techniques under the broad coverage
of video classification. Several researchers have demonstrated investigations to manage these problems
related to action and scene detection through an extraction of descriptors and then the descriptor computation
approach, which will make it possible for the classification the videos and it may also assist in real world
video online for different purposes. Machine learning classifiers with GIST descriptors have been a desired
topic for research for several years for web video classification with promising accuracies. However, these
efficient classifiers also have their intrinsic setbacks and disadvantages. As said that, combination of the
machine learning classifiers approaches will generally render superior performances rather than by utilizing
them individually. Hence, these classification approaches will be advised to manage complicated issues in
scene and action recognition and classification of videos.
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